
This year we are talking about why speed

matters for people to be able to make

safe, healthy journeys.

We are also reminding grown ups that

there is NO NEED TO SPEED when they

are driving.

This week is Road Safety Week, the UK’s biggest road safety event and it

happens every year.



When is speed a good thing?

But sometimes speed can be very dangerous. 

This is especially true when traffic moves too fast on roads.



Why fast traffic 

is dangerous 

This isn’t a very nice fact to

hear but that every day a lot

of people are killed and badly

inured in road crashes,

including children.

Most of the time, people move about without being

hurt by traffic. But sometimes traffic hurts people,

which is called a road crash. Traffic is so fast it’s
difficult to see it coming and get out of its way.

When a vehicle crashes into people walking or cycling, it hits

people very hard, or runs them over and squashes them.
This is because traffic is fast and heavy and made of metal.

Sometimes their legs or

arms are hurt and don’t work

anymore. Sometimes people

die. This can sometimes

happen if their brain or heart

has been badly hurt. If a car

hits another car, it can hurt

the people inside the cars.



An elephant cheetah made of metal

Think about an elephant. An elephant weighs about the same

amount as a car (about two tonnes or more). So it’s no surprise

that a car can squash a child under its weight. (Trucks and buses

weigh much more.)

You can also imagine 100 children. All these children put together

weigh about the same as a car. A car is about 100 times heavier

than a child.

Now think about a cheetah. A cheetah is the fastest animal on

land, and can run at about 68 miles per hour. Cars can travel

faster than this.

Now imagine an animal that is as large as an elephant, and made

out of hard metal, moving as fast as a cheetah, hurtling towards

you. It’s not a nice thought is it? But this is what it can be like to be

hit by a car.

Even when cars move very slowly, they can easily crush a person

under the weight.



Why do we need to shout out that there is NO NEED TO SPEED?
Fast traffic is noisy, and smelly,

and it can make it dangerous

for people to walk and cycle.

One reason that people get hurt

on roads is because cars and other

vehicles often travel too fast.

The faster a driver is going, the more time they

need to stop if something happens in front of

them, and the harder they will hit if a crash occurs.



Speed Matters with Maddie Moate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKrejuEtP5w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKrejuEtP5w


What do we need to help make safe and heathy journeys?

Talk to parents or carers and remind

them to drive at safe speeds, especially in

areas where people live, work and play.

Older children should share the responsibility to

use roads safely, this includes people who walk,

scoot and ride, as well as people who drive.

Younger children should always hold hands with a

grown-up when walking near roads; they should

also use safe footpaths away from traffic and

always cross roads at safe places with a grown up.

Streets that are designed for people

instead of traffic might have: slow speed

limits; roads designed to slow down

traffic (speed bumps and chicanes); safe

spaces for people to walk and cycle away

from traffic; safe places to cross roads.



Remember we can all make a

difference to road safety in our

community – you can all be good role

models, and use roads safely, remind

grown ups that there is No Need to

Speed and ask grown ups to help

keep you safe near roads.


